





ޓ This paper is an experimental study to observe and analyze how pitch changes 
of  stressed or unstressed words can influence the perception of  naturalness and 
types of  sentence of  stimuli by native speakers of  Spanish. As indicated in Sensui 
(2019), prosodic cue seems to have the most important role in distinguishing 
between stressed and unstressed words, such as conjunction que and interrogative 
qué ; based on this result, this study carries on a perceptual experiment with 
stimuli in which pitch in the words in question are mechanically modified. 
The results of  the two sessions indicate that participants evaluate perception 
as less natural when the pitch of  que or qué is more modified, especially in the 
former; the percentage of  stimuli which are originally pronounced as declarative 
but are perceived as interrogative increases in proportion to ratio of  upward 
pitch change; and, on the other hand, rate of  stimuli which are recorded as 
interrogative but are judged as declarative gains more numbers of  response when 
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